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A contrast is ubserved between a trend toward deregulation in 

Australian and NelV Zealand agricultural policy alld increasingly 

regulatory arrangements in other major industrialised countries. 

/11 Australia, agricultural support policies have been changing 
\ 

away from stabilisation and price support toward adjustment 

assistance, with the emphasis on assistance for farms with a 

prospect o[ long term profitability. Western European and North 

American support levels have increased since 1985, and efforts 

to reform agricultural policies in those cOllntries are /zighly 

regulatory, requiring the costs of regulation to be set against the 

benefits obtained frotn reductiolls in market distortions and 

environmefllal problems. 
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Introduction 

Unlike many of the "large northern hemispt.ere countries wher(':lnere is a great deal of 
government intervention in the detenuinutit:~ of agricultural price: and of conditions 
concerning production and trade, both Australia ant! New Zealand have l"latlVely market 
oriented agricultures. In other words, the prices received bypi,:-.ducers and those paid by 

consumers are predominantly detennined through the operation of i'1.arket fo ·ces with, in 

most instances, little influence exerted over prices by governments. 

Generally speaking, agricultural industries are viewed in much the same way as other 

industriess- and thus the concept of a specific agricultural law is quite foreign to the 

traditions of A ustralia and New Zealand. As agricultural law has not been regarded as a 

discrete area of Austrdlian or New Zealand law, there are no universities or institutes 

which specialise in this aspect of the laws of these countries. Rather, the laws which relate 

to a.<;pects of agriculture are considered as part of the general body of statute law. This 

situation is in marked contrast to that in the United States, for example, where there is a 

tradition of omnibus agriculrumllegislution which is reviewed and revised every four or 

five years (temled the farm bills); or in the European Community, where elements of the 

Treaty of Rome relate specifically to agriculture and where there are annual price 

determinations and periodic revisions to farm policy; or in Japan, where a framework for 

agricultural policy exists in the Busic Agricultural Law of 1961. 

There is, nevenheless, a considerable body of law relating to agriculture in Australia and 

New Zealand. Major areas of such laws include: the establishment and conditions for 

operation of statutory marketing corporations; the operation of price support and 

stabilisation schemes in the limited areas in which such schemes operate; health and 

safety; provision of drought and disasterTelief~ provision for levying agricultural producers 

for financing research and for funding essential services; anti-dumping provisions of laws 

relating to international trade; elements of taxation law, such as those allowing the 

averaging of rural producers' annual incomes over a number of years; and assistance for 

adjuS1nlent of fann enterprises to changing economic conditions. Australia (but not New 

Zealand) is a federation, in which agriculture is primarily the responsibility of the 

constituent states. A t the national level, in Australia, most of the acts which relate 

principally to agriculture are administered by the Depanment of Primary Industries and 

Energy. 



In recent years, there has been a reduction in theextentofgovernmell.f involvement inthe 

regulation of agricultural prices and production, in both Australia and New Zealand, 
which has been consiStent with ageneml trend tQward deregulation within these economies. 

This trend has been evident in Australia since the early 1970s. In New Zealand~ the 
change did not commence until the mid·1980s,but it has been very pronounced, both in 
agriculture and in other sectors of the economy. 

In this paper, the emphasis .is on two principal topics. The first is the distinction. 

mentioned above, between the approach taken to price and production poliCies for 
agriculture .in Australia and New Zealand in recent years, and the far more regulatory 

approaches taken in other industrialised -countries. The second is the implications of 

policies pursue~i in other countries for the future size and profitability of Australian and 

New Zealand agriculture. 

This paper is largely about agricultural policy, with agricultural law being considered 

insofar as it is the necessary means for instituting policies. Though the foclis is largely on 

Australia, most of the conclusions which can be drawn for Australia also hold for New 

Zealand. 

The situation of Australian and New Zealand agriculture is first outlined with particular 

reference to their dependence on global markets. This is followed by a section on the 

historical fonnalion of agricultural law in Australia. The general principles behind the 

development of agricultural policies are then discussed. The final section of the paper is 

devoted to a discussion of the effects on producing countries such as Australia and New 

Zealand of trends in agricultural policies el~1. .. ,-here. 

External influences on Australian and New Zealand 
agriculture 

The income situation facing Austrah.ln and New Zealand fanners (see figure 1 and table 

1) is greatly influenced by developments in world markets. Those developments are in 

turn affected greatly by major economic events and. importantly. by agricultural support 

and protection poliCies pursued by other countries. in panicular the major industrialised 
nations. 

The major Australian and New Zealand agricultural industries are heavily export dependen.t, 
with exports accQunting for between about 50 per cent and 95 per cent of total production, 
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and as has been noted above they are essentiully lprice takers' on world markets and 

receive little government assist,mce. It follows that the profitability of these industries 

depends heavily on ease of access to overseas markets and on the prices obtainable there. 

Both export prices and market access are influenced by government policies of other key 

trading countries, as well as by general economic conditions. 

The agricultural industries need to be flexible in order to take advantage of market 

opportunities. adjusting their production toward those commodities that are most profitable 

at any panicular time. Generally, fanners in Australia and New Zealtmd have displayed a 

substantial capacity to adjust their mix of outputs in response to market signals. Such 

flexibility can pay high dividends when there are large differences in profitability between 

different farm products. To illustrate the importance in Australian agriculture of the 

Table 1: Australian extensive ~lgricultural (broar'acre) industries 
Average farm cash income per farm. in nominal dollars 

1987·88 1990·91 P 

S S 

All broadacre 

industries 55520 21880 

Grains. oilsccds arId legumes 55950 33720 

Mixed Iivestock~TOPS 58590 22280 

Sheep 67310 19060 

Beef 31 750 22700 

Sheep-beef 66570 17QOO 

pl'relimuulIY C$Umllte, s Provisional CSUmate. Z I'fl>Jcctson. 
SOUTce: ARARn (1992), 

4 

1991·92 s 1992-93 z 

S S 

20500 24600 

46800 48100 

30400 33200 

1800 9000 

24900 21500 

10800 15900 



illfluence. ()fextemal market f'actQfs'and .flexibility lQadjuSt 'ptoductiQu:mixes, in figures 
2to 5indexesofcropproducti()n~ live~t()Ck slaughterings, output ;()f livestock prOducts, 
and total agricultural production are shown. The .times whenpnrticularfnctQrs are known 
to have .had a mIljorinfluenceon the various ~industrie$are ,indicated oJlcach figure, 
However,there huvebeenperiods ........ of which the early 1990s lsan ·example - when 
profitability is low across a wide range, of the internationally traoed farm products. 

In the late 1960s nnd early 1970s, internationulmarket conoitions for 'both :grains and 
wool were poor, but the beef market was relatively bUJyant. For wool, market conditions 

were poor at that time partly because Austruliansheepnumbers had expanded to very 

high levels throughout the previous two decades, nndpartlybecause of increased 

competition from synthetics. When a drought occurred in 1972, many sheep farmers 
reduced the size of their flocks. Nevertheless livestock numbers, in total, on Australian 

fanns remained relatively high because cattle numbers had been rising in response to the 

apparently more favourable market outlook for beef than for alternative products at the 

time. 

In the period from late 197:' to early 1977 there were two major developments which 

were to have a large impact on Australian agriculture. One was the large oil price increase 

from late 1973, and t.he other was the marked reduction in Japanese and US imports of 

beef from 1974 to 1977. (In the case of the United States, import limitations were 

·triggered' under the Meat Import Law.) The increase in the price of oil resulted in the 

transfer of substantial funds from oil imponing countries to oil exporting countries, which 

included the then Soviet Union and several developing countries. A large part of these 

funds were in tum reinvested in other developing countries. The increas·ed purchasing 

power of developing countries, where consumption of food was responsive to income 

growth, resulted in an upsurge in world demand for grain. and hence increased grain 

prices. In the meantime, the Australian beef industry was going through a period of 

substantial herd reduction as a result of the fall in beef prices associated with the large 

reductions in Japanese and US imports and the high cattle numbers which had built up by 

that time. Hence there was a strong incentive for fanners to move out of beef production 

and into crop production~ and the latter increased sharply in the late 1970s. 

In the early 19805. there was a period of severe drought which reduced grain production, 

while livestock numbers still remninedrelatively low. However, by 1983, the drought had 

broken and the grain crop reached a record level from which it declined only slowly_ 
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Market prices of gmin in the first half of the 1980s were relatively buoyant. However, the 
reason was not that-int,emational demand had continued high as a consequence of the oil 
indul.\!d income transfers. In fact, international demand declined appreciably in the early 
1980s because of a tightening monetary policies in the industrialised countries and the 

associated international debt crisis that hud commenced in the developing countries. The 
primary reason that reasonable market conditions were experienced by Australian .grain 
growers was that the United States decided, in its 1981 farm bill, to set its grain 410an 

rates' (the prices at which the US gove,mment effectively purchases domestically produced 
grain) at such levels as to maintain relatively highworId prices. As a result. of that policy 
action, the United States accumulated large stocks domestically, greatly reduced its 

expons and, in so doing, provided (temporarily) improved trade conditions for other grain 
exporting countries. 

By 1985. when the United States enacted another farm bill, there were strong political 

pressures in that country to reestablish the competitiveness of US grain internationally. It 
was decided to address the problem of its large surpluses through grain area reduction 

programs, and also through greatly reducing loan rates and - importantly for other 
market participants - by the use of export subsidies (the Export Enhancement Program). 

This approach, in cOQjunction with the. by then. relatively high level of subsidised Ee 
grain exports, resulted in the release of high volumes of subsidised US and EC grain onto 
world markets. Furthennore, Canada. at the snme time introduced large subsidy schemes 
for its grain grow~rs. The combined effects of these developments resulted in very low 
world grain prices in 1986aild 1987? which were relieved only by the severe North 
American drought of 1988 and 1989. At the present time, the incidence of subsidised 
exportS on world grain markets remains high, nlthoughthe market is currently significantly 

less depressed than in 1986 and 1987. 
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Al1~traiian 4gnculturemigi)tnave, ·been~asonably.pla¢edtQadjusttQ tht; . relatively 
deprt!ssed,statepf'thegn\inmarketsincethemid~1980$ifthe~w()()1rollrketh~d,retnained. 
buoyallt~ In fact the wool mark~l went through a boOm .period from 1987 to 1989, 
assOCiated with a high levelQf demnndby fhep"elltrJlly :plannedecPJ)olTlies incluging 
China, ,the thenSoviettJnion and Eastern Europe. The collapse Ot centI'alplanningin the 
Soviet U nionand Eastern EUfope, and a lower levelpf imports hyChinp"cpntributedto 
the largecontmction in demand for Australian wool at the end.of the 198Qs.Whhme 
reduction of demand, stocks ruse nlpidly, exerting preSSUTeoh the reserJepnce that WflS 

pl{lt;ed. on Australian woolpy the Australian Wool COIporation (theptice at which th~ 

Corporation at that time purchased any wool that waS not bought commercially). After 

the reduction of the reserve price and later its removat,market prices fell rnarkedly and 
production has fallen in response. 

The beef industry hus not recently been as adversely affected by international developments 

as have the grain and the sheep industries. This was partly because of the 'improved access 

to the Japanese nlarket that has been negotiated. However. this year, exports to the United 
States have once again been restrained under the provisions of the us Meat Import Law. 

The boom in the wool industry from 1987 to 1989 was important in sustaining relatively 

high agricultunll incomes;' "lsrralia in those yearS t as were the effec.~ts of the Nonh 

American drought aod somewmll lower levels of agricultural support and protection in 

the major industrialised countries in 1988 and 1989. However, the wooltnarket has since 

weakened markedly, as discussed above, while farm incomes in many pans of Australia 

were funher reduced in 1991·92 as a result of drought. Those drought conditions are 

continuing in the early part of 1992-93 in some areas of eastern Austmlia. 

Influence of protection in other countries 

From the above. it is evident th~lt tl,gJ1cultural tind trude policy measures in major markets 

and competing countries have an important influence on the profitability of Australian 
agricultural industries. The same conclusion can be drawn for New Zealand, where most 

agricultural industries are even more strongly export oriented than those in Australia. 

Generally, when major purchasers decide to restrict imports, or major competing countries 

increase their levels of farm income support or export subsidies, the result will be a 
reduction of world prices and hence of incomes to producers in countries which are 

heavily export oriented and where there is little government suppon. Of course, Australia 
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and New Zealand are not unique in being affected in this way. Many developing country 

exporters are similarly affected. 

The degree of support to any industry by any government can be measured as a 'producer 

subsidy equivalent't which is the total support received by producers in the industry that 
can be attributed to any form of assistance. To provide a basis for comparing levels of 
support between industries within and between countries. these producer subsidy 

equivalents are often expressed as percentages of the toml value of production by the 
industry, including the suppon. It eun be seen from figure 6 that evels of agricultural 
suppon and protection in the major industrialised agricultural exporting countries (the 
United States, the Europenn Community. Jnpan and Canada) increased sharply in the 

mid-1980s and have remained high. The~e high levels of support have been an important 
reason why farm incomes in Australia (table 1) are now so low. Of course, there are other 

important factors that have affected economic conditions in Australian and New Zealand 
agriculture. Conditions in the wool industry, in particular, are little affected directly by 

agricultut1l1 protection in Europe, North America and Jnpan, as European protection for 
the sheep industry is mainly for me, 't animals while sheep numbers ure low in North 
America and Japan. Nevertheless, the '1001 industry hus been affected indirectly. The 

very low protitubility of Australian gmin growing in 1986 and 1987, which was related to 
the greatly increased level of export subsidisation by the United States and the European 
Community and the much increased level of production support in Canada, contributed to 
the transfer of resources from grain growing to wool production in those years. (The 
extent of the transfer was also influenced by the high prices for wool at the time and 

optimism about future prices for wooL) 
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.'Historical ~rends .in agricultural policy in Australia and 
New Zealand 

Early history 

A history of agricultural policies in Australia. and New Zealand must begin with the early 
periods of European settlement in the lute 18th and early 19th cemuries. In A U$ trali a , 
where all land was initially deemed to be owned by the Crown (that is. in effect, QY 
governrnent) much of the emphasis WU$ initially on conditions forprivUfe land tenure and, 
on encouraging settlement. By the 18305. systems for land purchase by auction were 
established. However, in the more remote parts of the country t hn'ge areas were being 
taken up by 'squatters' - that is, people who settled on Crown land to graze animals 
without government pemlission. 

Following an upsurge in population in the 18505 as a result of the gold rushes, the 
emphasis of land policy was on closer settlement and subdivision of pre-existing agricultural 
holdings. This emphnsls was to remain until the 19605 (Campbell 1982, p. 225). Since 

that time, however, the emphasis has changed more toward adjusmlcnt of farm sizes and 

characteristics to meet changing market conditions. 

Nationwide policies relating to price and income support for producers of agricultural 
products in Australia date from 1901 when Australia became a federation of six states. 
(Before then, individual colonies imposed import tariffs, mainly to protect secondary 

industry rather than agriculture, and with large divergences between the colonies.) At that 
time. a bounty along with a tariff was introduced to provide significant support for the 

sugar industry. Other schemes were introduced in the mid~ 19205 to provide support for 
butter and dried vine fruit. Those schemes operated through impol1 tariff support for 

domestic market prices to offset low export prices. and in 1938 a similar two-price 
scheme was introduced for wheat (Shaw 1982). On the international front, Australian and 

New Zealand agricultural products were nccorded preferential duties and quotns on the 
British market from 1932, so by the end of the 193()s almost nIl agricultural industries. 
except for cattle and sheep, were receiving some kind of government assistance (Shaw 
1982). 

The constitution of the federation of Australia does not include provisions which relate 
specifically to agriculture, which thus remains in the domain of the states. However, it 

does include two sections which have had a profound effect on the powers which both the 
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Commonwealth (fedctal) ,ane;! ~tu.te'goyernment$canexerciseoverthe.mnrketingof 
agricultUralproduct~.Those 'Sc,Qtionsrelate 'to the conStitutional division of 'powers 

between the Cotnmonwealthand the states. These are Section 92, which states that 

interstate trade and commerce shall be '.ab~olutely free '., and Section 510). which ,gives 
the Commonwealth Parliament power w.ith respect to oversensnnd intersto,te trade nnd 
commerce (seeCoper 1987 for n discussion ofsQme of the legal issues surrounding these 
sections). 

Although those who drafted the constilution, in inserting Section 92, probnblyhad 
natlling in mind beyond the abolition, upon federat.ion, of tariffs and other protective 

barriers affecting items entering interstutC! trnde, the operation of that section has proved a 
stumbling block for primary producers who might wish to achieve higher prices on the 
domestic market than are obtainable internationally, and hence obtain support for their 
industries (Lloyd 1982, p. 356). Essentially the problem which faced primary producers 

who wished to do this was that it would require limiting competition on the domestic 
market, and any attempt to do so il' one state could be undennined by the ability of 
individuals to move produce from one state to another. (They would have an incentive to 
do so, to take advantage of the higher price in any state where domestic supply had been 

limited.) Nevertheless. some stales have been ahle to introduce statutory marketing 
arrangements having this effect. and where there was agreement between state and 
Commonwealth governments that such arrangements were desirable nationally, 

complementary Commonwealth and stute legislation was often enacted. 

Even in such instances, the effective perpetuation of the arrangements depended on the 
continuing cooperation of all state governments. When nny state government did not wish 

to continue to participate in control of supply and price, the existence of Section 92 could 
undennine the arrrr gemem nationally. This was t.he experience when margarine production 
restrictions which were applied to protect the dairy industry were eliminated in the eurly 

19705. A more recent example is the weakening of egg marketing arrUOl'ements when one 
state lifted its production restraints. 

The post-war period: price stabilisation 

The situation of some kind of government support be ing provided to most agricultural 
industries except the extensive grazing industries cOhtinued in the period following the 
Second World War. In more recent ye[j.tS1 however, there has been a considerable 
reduction in government intervention. H\ will be discussed Imer . 

• r 
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One importtmt eleroentQfSl,1pportarrnngemt;l1ts hn.s been pnce,stabilisat!on. ,Over the 
years, efforts have been made to .,modify the rlsk$stemming from the incomevnriability 
faced by Australian and New Zealand fanners, through schemes to sftlbilise prices 
(although price is not the only fuctor which is highly variableund which influences the 
risks faced by farmers in this part of the world). tn SQmecases the schemes adopted have 

been based on stock accumulation and release by statutory marketing authorities, or on 
levies on producers in y~ars of high prices und payments to producers from the resulting 
'stabilisation funds t in years of low .prices. 

,.J 

In other instances, efforts were made to inC1JUSe the avemge level of prices to producers, 

Or to provide some gunrnnteed price linked to production costS (as estimated through 

indexing methods). These last mentioned 'cost of production' pricing schemes were 

relatively widely udopted in the period from the end of the Second World War until the 

early 1970s. They were applied to wheat and some horticultural commodities such as 

dried vine fruits and apples and pears for export. By the 19705, however, such schemes 

had lost much of their appeal, and they (UP now no longer used. Some of the shortcomings 

that can be seen in ·cost of production' schemes include disregard of the effects of long 

term changes in demand, problems in effectively measuring costs of production given 

changes in the quality of inputs, and difficulties of accounting for changes in productivity. 

In Australia, there has been a change in wheat marketing legislation away from price 

stabilisation to the provision of guarantees on loans raised by the Australian Wheat Board 
(the wheat marketing authority) to cover advance payments to producers. The returns to 

producers on each season's crop delivered to the Wheut Board are pooled, and this 

guarantee secures n proportion of loan funds raised by the Wheat Board to finance initial 

payments to producers on the senson '$ crop. For 1992 .. 93 the guarantee on borrowings 

covers 82.5 per cent of the net value of the crt)p that is estimated at the beginning of the 
marketing year. 

The 1970s: a change of direction 

The early 1970s were a turning point for agriculture and agricultural policies in Aust:alia. 

Whereas previously the emphasis had been on rural development, with substantial 

government intervention to provide price and income support, the emphasis began to 

switch toward policies which encourage adjustment to changing mark,~t circumstances. 

Adjustment can take many forms: changes in the sizes and manageme11t structures of 

fanns and farm businesses, changes in the commodities produced, the inp:1ts used, and 
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methods of marketing. AdjuStIDf·ntpoliciesure designed to provide limited and short tenn 

support to individual fam1erS .. :y. hohaveoperations which are viable in the .long tenn but 

who have shotttertn financial pro ,terns, to enable them to adapt to changing economic 
conditions, and at the Same time to help fanners whose operations are non--viable to leave 

the int!ustry. This policy package, known as the Rural Adjustment Scheme, is discussed 

funher below. 

The move toward policies which emphasise the adjustment of fanns and industries to 

changing economic conditions, rather than the insulation of farmers from those changes 
through price support, was precipitated by a number of factors. These included greater 

exposure of Australian agriculture to changes in demand internationally when Britain 

entered the European Community in 1973, and increasing competition for resources 

domestically with the growth of Inrge export-based mineral industries. These factors 

increased awareness of the economic costs of resisting adjustment through protection. 

Australian and New Zealand agricultural products were previously accorded preferential 

access to the UK market, and on British entry to the Community most of these preferences 
were lost. The shock was initially greater for Australia, as New Zealand was still given 

significant access to the EC markets for butter and sheep meal, but that access has since 

been substantially reduced for butter. The Australian and New Zealand agricultural 

sectors thus became more exposed to world market forces. New Zealand initially tried to 

cushion its fanners against falling prices by provision of substantial direct support for its 

major agricultural products (in the form of supported prices paid by marketing authorities), 

especially for sheep meat and dairy products. However, the cost was great, and when 

large tiscal deficits developed in the early 1980s it became evident that such support 

could not be sustained. From the mid·1980s, New Zealand adopted a policy of market 
orientation and adjustment (Rayner 1990) similar to that which Australia had begun to 

adopt. 

The withdrawal of government involvement in pricing of agricultural products and in 

marketing has been relatively gradual in Australia. In contrast with the rapid general 

change in New Zealand, reforms to industry support schemes have been taking place on 

an industry-by-industry basis. Examples of reduced Australian government involvement 

include: the discontinuation (already mentioned) in the early 1970s of margarine production 

restrictions which had been applied to support the dairy industry; the replacenl'''nt of an 

import prohibition on sugar by a tariff in 198~, and the subsequent approximate ~aI' 'ing 

of this tariff; the removal of export subsidies on apples and pears in the 19805; and the 
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modification of 'wheat ,marketing arrangements in 1989 to ,aUowcompetition, on the 

domestic marketj between the Australian Wheat Board and ;private traders. 

TheserefonTlshave been consistent with the Australian government's approach to industry 

support more generally. In both Australia and New Zealand, there has been a recognition 

of the costs arising from protection and regulation. In New Zealand, there has been a 

determined effort, not only to contain, but to eliminate those costs. 

In Australia, a system has been in operation for almost two decades wb,::-reby assistance to 

industrie" (of all sectors, not only agricultural) is subject to regularinquiry and consideration 

by the g4vernment. The direct cost~ of regulation and the indirect costs of misallocation 

of reSOl.rces are major considerations in such inquiries. There is a trend toward lower 

levels 0 {protection in industries generally f and '.he system of review and pol icy examination 

(together with fiscal constraints) has been important in influencing the abovementioned 

trend toward less rather than more intervention in agricultural marketing. In New Zealand 

the approach has been more radicaL In 1984 the govern1l1ent decided to remove support 

arrangements almost entirely, and by 1986 agricultural support had been reduced to very 

low levels (OEClJ 1991). 

The Rural Adjuscment Scheme 

The underlying theme in the latter part of this section has been that the trend in government 

policy in Austrnlia since the early 1970s, and in New Zealand since the mid-1980s, has 

been toward less government intervention and support for industries generally, including 

the agi'icultural industries. The emphasis of agricultural policy has increasingly been on 

facilitating adjustment to economic change. While most of the adjustment is occurring 

through nonnal commercial transactions. there are often specific circumstances in which 

the smooth adaptation of fanning enterprises to changing economic and market 

circumstances is impeded. ll1e Australian Rural Adjustment Scheme is intended to help 

rural enterprises that are experiencing financial pressure, but are assessed as having sound 

prospects in the longer term, to improve their commercial viability (Gleeson, Bell, Kopic 

and Moon 1992). The scheme is not aimed at keeping fam1ers on the land or maintaining 

frum enterprises that are not viable in the long teml. 

The Rural Adjustment Scheme has three components: 'concessional finance to fanners 

experiencing short term financial difficulties; 'carry-on' finance to farmers in industries 

or regions experiencing a short term downturn; and household support to help those with 

non.-viable farms to leave the industry. Increasingly, the farms being supported are those 
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judged to be most 'productive in the future. The targeted nature ,of the support has limited 

the size of the funds involved; This is in contrustwith price support schemes, which apply 

irrespective of the economic conditions ftieing producers and which can involve very 

large government outlays. (Moreover, such schemes canrer!ace the efficiency of resource 

use and still not improve the long term financial situati,on of those assisted.) 

The trend toward targeted adjustment assistance in Australia has recently been reinforced 

with the inclusion of drought assistance under the Ruml Adjustment Scheme. Previously, 

drought relief was provided as disaster assistance throughout any' drought declared' area. 

As with the other elements of the scheme, individual farmers will now be subject to 

assessment for eligibility for drought assistance on the basis of their long tenn viability. 

State drought relief measures such as fodder and stock freight subsidies are also to be 

phased out. 

General prllll..iples of agricultural policy 

Significance of stated policy objectives 

The lack of a basic agricultural law or of a clearly stated set of overall objectives for 

agricultural policy, such as have been fonnulntedin many countries, could have influenced 

the nature and extent of agricultural support and intervention in :\ustralia and New 

Zealand relative to other countries. Lloyd (1982, p. 353) remarked on the ~striking' 

diversity of Australian price policy instruments compared with countries overseas. He 

noted that. although the details of policies in the European Community are complex, the 

Community 'is relatively unified and comprehensive in its price policy'. He made similar 

observations about US policies. 

·tt 
It may be asked whether it is the existence of specific objectives, as stated in a fundamental 

agricultum) law, that is re~ponsible for a more unified and conSil)trflt appro3' .. n to agricultural 

law in some countries than in others, or whether other factors have been responsible for 

such consistency. It may also be asked whether consistency of approach to the development 

and application of policies for agriculture is desirable, when conditions facing different 

regions or fanr industries differ markedly. 

On the first of these questions, it does not appear that the stated obj~ctives of agricultural 

legislation (for example. in the United States, European countries and Japan) are sufficient 

to ensure a. relatively consistent approach to agricultural policy. On the contrary, countries 
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which ihave different· approache!)' to policy can have virtuallY the-same stateq policy 

objectives. Such objectives seem always fobeexpres$edingeneralterms:.andtoextol the 
importance of guaranteeillgregularsupplies,ensuringafairstandtlrdQf liying forrura1 

people, 'Stabilising markets,ensuring :reasonablepdces to co nsu rners , increasing 
productivity, and achieving a rmion~i develoPment of agnculturalproduction andtlte 
optimum utilisation of factors of production; see, forexample~ Article 390flhe Treaty of 

Rome 1957, tlnd the Japanese Basic Agricultuml Law of 1961 (as reported in ABARE 
1988. pp. 12-13), Apart from the fact that some of ,these elemertt$are probably mutually 
inconsistent in many countries, there may be a wide range of interpretations of what 
precisely is meant by them. Forexample t perceptions of what constitutes a fuirprice will 
differ from person to person. Tangermann (1985, p. 85) pointed out thutmany of the real 
objectives of agricultuml policy are left Ollt of such statements of purpose, and can be 

recognised only through analysis of the policies themselves and of the motivations of the 
policy makers at the time that they introduce legislation 

As noted nbove, while the stated objectives of policies for agriculture are often common 
b1!tween countries, there can be vastly different approaches to meeting those objectives. 
For example, a country could aim te · !tuin an objective of adequate incomes for farmers. 

One approach to achieving that goal might be to provide price support for certain 

products. Another approach (exemplified by Australia~s Rural Adjustment Scheme) 
could be to provide assistance to enable fanners to be more flexible in adjusting to market 
forces,inc1uding, if necessary, leaving agriculture. 

Significance of regulatory fraJncworks 

What seems to be generally more important. in determining a country's agricultural 

policies. than the existence of a clearly defined statement of policy objectives, is the 
existence of n particular regulatory and pricing framework, of which only the rarameters 
are easy to change, rather than the instruments themselves. It is quite striking that both the 

European Community and the United States have sets of mechanisms which met the 
policy makers' interpretation of the overall policy objectives at the particular times when 
they were introduced. In the case of the Europeun Community t there is the system of 
variable import Jevies f export 'restitutions' (export subsidies to cover the difference 

between world prices and supported internal prices) and intervention purchasing which 
was udopted from the early 1960510 put into effect the policy makers' interpretations of 
the objectives sHttedin the TrentyofRome and the findings of the Stressa conference (see 
Fennell 1979). In the case of the United States, it is the system of ulrget prices, loan rates, 
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deficiency payments and 'areareductlonpiuns, ,and the:systernsor.mar'keting ·Qrders 
(dictating' theppces that licertced buyer$' must pay invariousregic)Osof the ,country) 
which were developed largely lntheperiodorthe New Deal in the I 930s, to address the 
prol:)lemsof family farms in :the wake of the Great Depression (Veme 1981~L.loyd 1982, 
p.. 353). In both of theSe instances,effonsweremade to· develop a cQherentand 
comprehensive approach, or a system, to put Intoeffect .particular policy objectives~ 

These systems of agricultural support were devised to address the objectives of specific 
times. In time, the crisis arising from the Great Depression passed, and in Europe more 
recently the nature of agriculture changed greatly and the former deficit status of the 
European Community in temperate agricultural foods also passed. However, the 
intervention mechanisms and the nature of agricultural protection in these large economies 

remained. 

This is not to say that, once these systems for intervening in the operation of markets had 

been adopted, there was no further development of the mechanisms used. In both cases, 
there has been a continuous stream of development of complementary and additional 
mechanisms to 'improve' the system or to adapt it to changing circumstances. The result 
has been the accretion of a large body of regulations and mechanisms for market 
management. Some examples of mech~misms which have been added in this way in the 

United States are the Export Enhancement Program and the 'third base' concept in the 
grains progrJ.IUS (see Stucker and Collins 1986; US Department of Agriculture 1990). 

Examples in the case of the European Community are co·,responsibility levies, budget 

stabilisers, headage payments (government payments per animal), area reductivn programs 
and, recently, compensation payments (see Commission of the European Communities 
1991). The experience in those countries has been that once mechanisms are ndopted to 
modify or 'improve' the system, they are seldom removed. Even if not in constant use, 

they are retained in case they might be useful at some future time. 

This progressive addition of mechanisms to address perceived weaknesses ina regulatory 
system results in an increasing demand for administrative and legal services. Scarce 
resources which could be more fruitfully used elsewhere in these economies are diverted 
into an increasingly cumbersome agricultural administration system. The costs of regulation 

increase, in addition to the resource misallocation costs that arise from the interventions 

which the regulations are instituted to enforce. 
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DUferences,jnlevels,.of.agricIJlturalsuPllortbetweenC;Quntries 

That the d~greeof interventionbygovernrnernsin agricultof;ll &upponnndmarketingis 
lower in AustI'alia.·andNew Zealand th.minotherindustrialisedcQuptriesis eviden~from 

the estimates of 'producer support thatnre published by theOECt> (1992), as shoWn in 
table 2~ 

Various arguments :have been advancedbytmalysts to. explaIn why'agncultUral protection 
levels are higher in some industrialised countries than in others. Honmaand Hayami 
(1986, pp. 40-2) argued that it waS largely because countries 'in North America and 

Oceania (Australia and New Zealand) huve a comparative advantage inagnculturethat 

those couiuries have low levels of protection relative to Asia and WeStern Europe. They 
also concluded that a unique bias toward high protection levels for agriculture in 'East 

Asia has arisen from [he rapid rule of industrialisation there,. and the need t.o contain the 

soclal and political difficulties arising from the consequent adjuscment pressures on 
agriculture. 

New Zealand and Canada 

These arguments provide only a panial explanation .3sto why agricultural protection 

levels are higher in some countries than others. Developments over the past decade 

indicate that major changes can take place in levels of agricultural protection in various 
countries, as a result of government initiatives. New Zealand provides a good example. 

There, the producer subsidy equivalent of support, as a percentage of the total valu~ of 

production including support, has fallen from an average of 25 per cent in the first half of 

Table 2: Agricultural producer subsidy e'ltlivaients in 

selected OECD countries: uverag-; 1990 ant! 1991 u 

% 

Juplln 66.0 

European Community 49.0 

United States 29.5 

Canada 45.0 

Aostralia 15.0 

NewZealnnd 4.) 

a Producer subsidy equivlllenl (PSU) I;: a measure of sUPPOI1 to .producers, The 
pse shown here take$ inloacC»Unl.all suppon mClsur~* includiS'lg milrke\ pnce 
sUpp<)tt. dltectpa),ments. rcducdlms in input COSU, general 'i!rvh.c~ ;'lIld sub
national (for c:l1Ul1ple. provinciaAgovemfllC:nt) $Uppon. The percclltagesarc or 
the value of production IOduding~uch support. 
SOUl'ell! OECD 1992. 
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the, ,1:980$ :toonly 4 per cent in 199 LIn ,4;pntrast.thereh~s'~enavery large increase in the 
ievel ofagriculrural.suppott in Canadaovel' the:pastdecade,lhe ,producer subsidy 

equivalen,t dsing from ,32 ,percent (in the same sense). :in the tirsthalf ·of.the 1980sto 45 
per cent in. 1991~Both NeW2ealandandCanada ,mighfbe¢onsidereq,tohavea natural 
comparative advantage in agriculturerelative~oWestern Europe or East Asia,but 
agriculturalprotectlon in one declined greatly in .the period, considered while it increased 
appreciably in the other. Clearly, differingeconomicorpoliticat ,considerations in these 
two countries must account for the differing ,trends in agricultural protection. 

In the case of New Zealand, it was considered to be necessary to reduce the costs 

associated with support, given current nccountandfiscal constraints. The 'process of 
policy refonn that resulted in the great reduction in protection levels was probably easier 

than it would huve been in many other countries because in New Zealand there is only one 

level of government that is responsible for agdculturnl 'policies, namely the national 

government. In Canada, the provincial governments have considerable influence on 

agricultural policies. Just as there were difficulties in fiscal management 'in New Zealand, 

there were also difficulties in Canada, which has experienceJ lnrge national budget 

deficits. Canada resorted to increased suppOrt. It is noteworthy that much of the increase 
in Canada's agricultural support was through direct budgetal)' payments (rather than, for 

example, high consumer prices). despite Canada having continuing large budget deficits 

(US Department of Agriculture 1991). At least a partial explanation lies in the Canadian 
governmemts need to satisfy strong interest groups in some of the provinces in order to 

obtain support for nadonal .. level policies (many of which may have little to do with 

agriculture). 

The European Community 

In the case of the European Community, the levels of agricultural support and protection 

are high, and the support is provided largely by measures which insulate domestic market 

prices from the influence of world market developments, at levels usually well above 

world market prices. As a result of this insulution and suppon, substantial surpluses have 

been generated for many years now. These surpluses are being sold on world markets 

with the aid of export subsidies. In terms of economic efficiency, such arrangements have 

b~en very costly, since lhey result in higher prices to domestic consumers than would 

otherwise apply and require substantial budget outlays on export subsidies. Exports 
achieved by means of subsidies result in the expenditure of more resources within the 

Community. in total, than is earned by the disposal of the exports on world markets. In 

recent years total annual transfers from He taxpayers and consumers to the farm ~ector 
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have been 'arQund 68J?illitm ECU (QEeD .1992). This ,hJgh;cost WAS. 'acknowledged:oy the 

Commission in :pr()posin~the:refQtrnswhiGh :havtf r~centlybeen instituted (Commission 
of theEUfQpennCornn'lunities: 1991), 

Increasing complexity ofregulntion 

According to ,theCommission~ majorreason$ fot'the: recenl 'efonns include environmental 
probl~ms arising from intens'ificutioll Qf proQuction (which occurredpattlyt>¢cause the 
support received by any fann increased whhthenmourtts produced); the concentration of 
support on large nlnns; the lack of improvement achieved in the purchasingp()wer of 
farm families. and the rJteat which families were leaving agriculture.; and ever"increasing 
expenditure on agnculturnl.support. The approach adopted in the recent reforms involves 

the application of yet further regulations to counter the above imbalances t many ofwhich 
were caused or increased by the earlier interventions. The main changes appear to be in 
the grouper crops including cereals, eilseeds and protein crops, and in beef. For cereals, 

the approach is to reduce internal support prices markedly, to provide full compensation 
to producers for the price reduction through direct payments from government (rather 

than from consumers. through elevated prices) and to control production through area 
reduction programs (some of which conUlin provisions as to how the seHtside land is to 

be rotnted). For beef the npprouch is ! J reduce Significantly the prices at which government 
buys, and to compensate producers through much increased headage payments for different 
types of animals, with regional limits on such payments, incentives for farmers to 

slaughter dairy calves rather than to fatten them and incentives for fam1ers to reduce 

stocking rates. In short. the approach is one of more detailed regulation which will 

involve substantial monitoring of areas planted by individual fanners, regional plantings, 
rotation tlracticest livestock numbers held by individuals and in regions, and stocking 

densities. 

Such an approach, as it is applied to cereals. is similar to the grain programs of the United 
States. However, the detail with which incentive structures in the livestock sector are now 
regulated in the European Community nppears to far exceed the degree of intervention in 
any other non-cemrally-pltmned economy. Because of the regulatory restraints and 
administrativdy set incentives concerning the detailed operation of falms, the costs of 
these measures in tenns of reduced efficiency of production are likely to be substantial. 

With respect to environmental aspects, it could be argued that those costs could be 
justified if the benefits to the community generally exceeded those costs. Howeve:, in 
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makjngthat comparisQn !tis;oecess;u-y to fake into ~c;Count the full coMs: tnatis, the ¢oSt& 
Of-tldministerlng Jheregu)ations, Qf ~licing.themanduvoidiqg froud, and the costS to 
individuals nnd nm)scfundersttlnciing lherutes, inaddititmto the direct costsof$t;pport 
foragricultute whichnreprovided 'py ,taxpayers. and ,consumers.ThecQstsulso include 
those of developing institutions such 1\$ university chairs ~. ~Jjriculturallawan.dlhecQsts 
oftrainingnndmaintainingboth legnlpractitioners 'an(itheadmit,isU'ativeQperntives whQ 
are needed to develop and interpret the body of law and toadministef it. 

Oneof the main reasons for the increasing complexity Qfregulation is thut,onc¢ regulatory 
support mechanisms are in place anda large,ndminisrratlvermd legalsystembnsdeveloped 
to operate and interpret them, it is in the interests of those who operate the system to 
ensure thnt the system is muimnined or expanded. Such interest groups include . 
administrators. politicians) legal practitioners. and even economic and social researchers. 
This factor seems to have been important in the ever increasing complexity of agricultural 
market intervention in the United States, Europe and some Ash!n countries. Politicians 
are relucmnt to refonn the system so as to reduce the role of these various groups. As a 
result, refonns tend to cotlf)ist of complex arrangements that maifltain or increase the 
demand for administmtive and legal services. 

Future impact of overseas agricultural policies on 
Australian and New Zealand agriculture 

AS was mentioned in the section on 4agriculture in the Australian and New Zealand 
economies" some improvement is expect\!d in the conditions facing Australian farmers in 
the next few years, as can be seen from figure 1 above. Nevenheless incomes are still 
expected to be low in real terms relutive to the 1960s and 1970s. Part of the improvement 
is hkely to follow upon the reduction of the current high stocks of wool. More generally, 
the modest improvement in outlook is conditional on there being some recovery in world 
economic activity and also significant funher refonn of agricultural policies in major 
producing and tmding countries. In this context. 'refonn' is defined as the reduction of 
distortions to production, consumption, trade and world market prices (relative to those 
that would result from market forces alone) arising from government policy interventions. 
The Uruguay Round of multUaterul trade negotiations, and attempts being made in some 
major industrialised countries to make their policy interventions less market distorting, 
are important in this respect. The subject of this section, therefore. is the effect on world 
markets - and hence on producers in non-interventionist countries such as Australia and 
New Zealand - of lhe types ofrefoml th4H are being considered. 
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In the Uruguay Round) the :kinds ofreductlons ofagdcultural intervention that are being 
discussed using the Dunkel text (punkel 1991) usn bu,sisa,r¢telatiVely modest, given that 
the baseline used is the period between 1986 and 1990, a, time of relatively :high support 

and protection (see figure 6 abov.e). Nevertheless, great difficulty has been encounteredin 
. reaching agreement. 

One obstacle to the reduction of distortions in trade is that interest groups inspme major 
trading countries can nrgue that reductions in suppOrt for production or exports will 
reduce competitiv('ness and international murket share. The fact is that, where such 
subsidies are necessary to sustttin competitiveness, they result in a greater value of 

resources being expended in producing and selling the subsidised products than is 
received from the sale of the produc;ts on international markets. The encouragement of 
domestic production is accompanied by higher domestic prices and lower domestic 
consumption, as well as lower world market prices, than would otherwise apply. Thus, 
the chosen types of fanning are supported only at the cost of reducing the welfare of 
groups other than fmmers in the countries concerned, and indeed reducing the general 
economic welfare in those countries. More generally, exumination of which groups gain 

and lose from export subsidies and from protection and support pOlicies generally reveals 
that domestic producers gain, domestic consumers lose, domestic taxpayers lose, the 
domestic economy in total loses, foreign impOJ1ers gain, foreign exporters lose, foreign 

consumers gain and the world economy in total1oses. 

The distortions to world markets have been especially large for cereals since 1985, when 
the-United States instituted the Export Enhancement Program (whereby sales to specified 

countries are subsidised) to support US e>;pons generally and to counter the inroads Into 

US export sales mude by subsidised EC cereals. Competitive subsidisation by the largest 

exporters hns depressed world prices to n significant degree. Clenrly, such subsidies do 
increase the volumes of exports from these countries, at least relmive to those from non· 

subsidising countries if ljot tho!\e of other subsidising countries. But the benefits of such 
increased exports are questionable when they nre tlchieved at the cost of reduced national 
as well us international economic welfare. Estimates from studies by the World Bank 
(1986, p. 131) revenl that complete abolition of agricultural protection imemationally, in 
1985, would have inc..'Teased world income by some $US41 billion per year in 1980 
values, (The costs are likely to have risen since then. given the upsurge in support levels 
from the mid-1980s.) Moreover, it was found fhut the main losers were the countries 
which applied the support policies themselves. I n a more recent study, Roningen and 
Di:dt (1989) estimated that full removnl of agricultural support and protection by industrial 
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marketeconomi~s)in 1986,,87, would 'have 'resulted in an incrense in world markel.pOet,,, 
for :various mujoragricultural produQ~s by an uvern,ge (weighted Py tI"4de val ue)of 22 per 
cent. The lo.rgest estimated price increases were forduir)' .products {65percentjand sugar 
(53 per cenO. The e.sdtnated increnses for wheat and feed groins were 37 percent and 26 
percent respectively, while that forrurninantmeat wns 21 percent. 

Some recent types of modification to agricultural ~uppon poliCy are now considered) with 
particular reference to their potential consequences for market oriented exporters such tlS 

Australia and New Zealand. 

The 'decoupling' of agricultural support 

It is evident that, in some major industrialised countries. the political and social forces for 

agricultural support and protection are strong. and yet there is an awareness of the costs of 

agricultural support. Efforts are therefore being made by some governments to develop 
methods by which income support can be maintained at high levels while limiting the 

costs. One method of both limiting the growth of budgetary outlays and reducing the 
costly distortions to production. consumption and trade thm huve arisen from past support 
is to break the links between amount of support nnd qutlntity of production or amount of 
inputs used. This approach is temled 'decollpIing'. Support is decoupled if it provides no 

incentives affecting output, consumption or trade. In relution to any proposal presented as 

decoupling, the question must be asked to what extent it is so in reality. 

To ma.ke support as decoupled us possible, its level must be independent not only of 
levels of production but also of the prices nnd amounts of inputs used. It must take the 
fonn of direct payments from government. However, even if support is delivered in such 

a way, it is unlikely to give an outcome that is identical to that without any support ttt all, 

because any addition to income can influence investment decisions and hence future 
production. Even so. the modification of support arrangements more toward direct 
payments is a step toward less trude distorting policies. At the very least, it permits 
domestic prices to be set at closer to world market levels, and hence reduces distortions to 
domestic consumption. 

One instance of such a modification of support arrangements in recent years is included in 
the recently announced reforms to the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) of the European 

Community. The new arrangements provide for considerably reduced internal support 
prices but with compensation for the reductions through direct payments in the case of 
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major crops, and greatly increased headtigepayments(paYlnents on numbers of Uvestock 
held). 

In the United Stutes, recent moves townrd fixing the area nndyield base$ from which 

'program' payments are calculated in the United Stutes mightulso be clussed as introducing 
an element of decoupling, though they relate t~ only a pan of a comprehensive system of 
support, important parts of which are clearly not de.:oupled. Those elements includertot 
only the system of support prices (loan rates and targei pricer) but also the Export 
Enhancement Program. which distorts trude through subsidies (paid in kind) on exports to 
specific markets, and acrea~e reduction progrnms (see below) which are not decoupled 
since they directly reduce production. 

In the case of the recent Ee policy changes, there ure elements which will tend to reduce 

market distortions. The main instances ure the marked reductions in the internal support 
prices for cereals and the lesser, but sdll significant, reduction in intervention prices for 

beef (see Andrews, Roberts and Love 1992, pp. 205-6). Those changes should reduce the 
internal prices toward world market levels ilnd hence reduce the extent to which the 
supported domestic prices depress domestic consumption. Nevertheless, the compensation 
armngements appenr to be far from decoupled, as the amounts of compensation puid are 
related to areas actually planted nod to actual numbers of livestock held (both within 
specified limits). Thus. there remains a link between the amount of support and the 

amounts of production inputs used. The new mnmgements will reduce the extent of overt 

export subsidies, and will reduce distortions to domestic consumption, but much of the 
underlying incentive structure, which has distorted production, remains. For cereals, 
oil seeds and protein crops, the problems arising from the costs of support and the levels of 

stocks which have uccumuhned are addressed through area reduction programs (see 
below). For beef, the constraining factors appear to be incentives to slaughter animals 

earlier, and therefore at lighter weights, and limits on stocking rates and on the numbers 
of cattle eligible for headuge payments. 

Area reduction progralns 

From the viewpoint of people in countries which ure price takers on world markets, the 
use of area reduction programs by major producing and exporting countries which 
employ production or export subsidies is nmbivulent. On the one hand, area reduction 
progrnms result in u direct reduction in the areas planted in countries whose support 
policies would otherwise have stimulated their production and exports and thereby 
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depressed world prices. On the other hand, an area reduction program can also be used by 

such a country as a tool to force policy objectives on others. Its withdrawal, without 

eliminatiohof agricultural suppOrt measures, would have the effect of increasing the 

country's production and exports. That means that socha country can, if it wishest use the 

manipulation of area reduction programs deliberately in order to increase its own market 

share, in the process depressing returns to growers in exposed competing countries. In 

these circumstances, market share reflects not relative efficiency but strategic trade 

ambitions. 

Market prices received by exposed exporters may also be depressed as a result of either 

cooperation or competition betw,~en countries in the ways in which they use area reduction 

programs. If large producing countries decide, either in cooperation or individually, to 

institute large area reduction programs, such programs can as noted above alleviate the 

depressing effects of their other support measures on world prices. However, countries 

with otherwise high support levels could cooperate to set their reductions at low levels 

(that is. to place little constraint on their plunted areas) to increase export volumes and to 

squeeze out competition from other expol1ers. 

The same effect could result from competition between sllch countries for market share. 

One large country mIght take advantage of a large area reduction by another by reducing 

or eliminating its own area reduction. This would negate the market price 'supporting' 

effect of the other country's program. The country which instituted the initial large area 

reduction could subsequently decide to discontinue or greatly reduce it to regain market 

share. The eventual result would then be curtailment of the programs that were necessary 

to offset the market price depressing effects of these cOUlltries' other suppon arrangements, 

with the result that world prices would be depressed and producers 11~ other countries 

would suffer So, while area reduction programs can be seen, in a limited sense, to benefit 

suppliers in other countries, the extent of such benefits depends on the way~ in which the 

programs are used. In some instances, the benefits could be very small or even i'\egative. 

It may be observed that for 1993, a US wheat acreage reduction of zero has been 

announced. If the US target price is above the farm gate market price equivalent in that 

year, the wheat program will be a clearly distortionary support policy. with support prices 

to producers above world prices and exports being subsidised through the Export 

Fnhancement Program. 
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Concluding comments 

Compared with most other industrialised countries, Australia and New Zealand have low 

levels of government 1ssistance to ~griculture; consequentlYt fanners in these countries 

are largely price takers on world markets. Neither country has a body of specific agricultural 

law such as the US omnibus farm legislation, nor a statement of agricultural policy 

objectives ~uch as appears in the Treaty of Rome. Furthermore, there is no single system 

of agricultural support which applies across agricultuml sectors, such as e~ists in both the 

United States and the European Community. There is, nevertheless, a significant body of 

legislation relating to agricultural activities. 

Agriculture contributes about 4 per cent of the GDP in Australia and 6 per cent in New 

Zealand. In both countries. agriculture is highly export oriented, with agricultural exports 

accounting for about 30 per cent of the value of Australia's total exports and 60 per cent 

of New Zealand's. In recent years, fann incomes have declined markedly, due to several 

factors including adverse market developments in major importing countries and increases 

in competition from subsidised products on world markets. Levels of support for agriculture 

in Australia and New Zealand are also declining. 

In recent years. the emphasis of ngricultural policies in Australia and New Zealand has 

been away from price support, and increasingly on assistance in adjusting to economic 

change. This contrasts with the increasing gcvernment support and regulation observed in 

many countries, where there is a tendency to introduce additional regulations to reduce 

distortions of commodity markets and environmental problems caused by previous and 

continuing support measures. In some insrances. such as the recent CAP reforms. the 

costs associated with regulation are likely to be large. involving the developing of a 

comprehensive network for monitoring farmers' operations and administering and 

interpreting regUlations. If the new measures are effective in reducing the misallocatioh 

of resources created by previous poJicies, some reduction in ovemll economic losses may 

result. A far less costly means of reducing such losses, however. would be to reduce the 

levels of support for agricultural production and to assist farmers in adjusting to a market 

environment. 

The future of Australian and New Zealand agriculture will depend to a significant degree 

on the reform of government policies internationally, so that market prices will not be 

depressed as much as in the past hy such factors as competitive subsidisntion of exports. 

In this context, the olltcome of the Uruguay Round is very important. 
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One of the main messages iniliispaper is that highly regulatory arrangements that are 
introduced to overcome problems of supply imbalances .andeconomicand environmental 
costs arising fcoln previous policies are ·costly toinsutute, expensive 10 maintain, and 
politically difficult to dismantle once they arem place. DIe costs of regulation provide an 
important reason to consider the alternative to increasing its ·complexity. That alternative. 
is to reduce the degree of regulation and to allow a much greater role for market forces. 
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